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PREFACE

We took the second reef in straight away, what happened to the F4 that was
forecast ? Hard on the wind down the NW side of Coll to Gunna sound
staying close to the shore, wind seemed like F5 most of the time gusting F6.
Across the entrance to Gunna Sound to the Tiree shore - saw our first Puffins
a pair in the water that flew off as we approached them. We tacked through
the Sound - the tide helping quite a lot - leaving the Sound heading SW. The
pilot warns of overfalls at the end of the sound but there is nothing to worry
about. With the tide we are making good progress beating into the wind, as
we leave Coil and the Sound behind us we are starting to make into a big
swell running from the SE (wind against tide), the other side of Tiree is really
opening up now, but it 's all pretty grey. These seas are getting steeper, -
crash - bang - Whimbrel is starting to fall off the crests really badly, we
wallow in the troughs and then as we rise to the next crest the bow slices
through the top and it pours into the boat - crash - bang - . We take a few
more of those. We press on hoping to find some smooth water further
offshore, but there is no improvement and soon every wave is like that,
conditions are becoming very difficult now, water is coming in much quicker
than I can bail - it is sloshing around above the floorboards - and we keep
getting those squalls. These are biggest seas we've ever seen........

INTRODUCTION

The West coast of Scotland has the finest sailing in the country, the scenery
is spectacular, the harbours and clean sandy beaches give the Wayfarer a
choice of peaceful isolation or local hospitality.
This was Whimbrel's third trip to Scotland and it was to be her most
adventurous.
We knew that much of the time our sailing would be remote, so we planned
to be pretty much self sufficient for 2 weeks.
Our planned course was pretty loose, starting (and finishing we hoped) at
Oban, a stop at Tobermory - a place that had strong childhood memories for
me, and perhaps Coll and Tiree. If we could get around Mull then that would
be brilliant. We chose the end of May because the weather is supposed to be
pretty good and it would be too early in the year for lots of mosquitoes and
other similar Mcnasties. On the down side that means it is also cold.
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DAY 0 Sunday 21st May
The drive up from Galloway had taken longer than expected, we had had a
great weekend with Roy Beeby and 1 &1 /2 days sailing at a really relaxing
campsite. Things were going well until we hit Glasgow and somehow we had
found ourselves squirted into the city centre instead of taking the motorway
around it. As we headed up over Glencoe we passed a few cars with skis on
the roof and we really started to wonder if sailing was such a good idea.
Approaching Oban things were no better, it was grey, misty and raining
gently, the evening was drawing on and we had to find the campsite. But
from the centre of Oban the campsite was signposted, we passed the
launchslip and just a few yards on the campsite. A few minutes later we had
our tent up and we were snug in our familiar home. Outside a blustery wind
whistled in the trees.

Day 1 Monday 22nd May
The forecast was poor; Malin/Hebrides South F5-6 occasionally F7. The wind
was still howling in the trees, down below us we looked out onto Kerrera
Sound and could see the wind gusting across the water. It was still overcast
intermittent rain - why oh why had we come all this way for this ? An easy
decision was made to stay ashore, we shopped in Oban, checked out the
Tourist Information Centre and drove a few miles South around Loch
Feochan for lunch. Later that day back at camp the evening shipping forecast
was no better, but the general weather forecast showed a definite
improvement for tomorrow. It rained all night.

DAY 2 Tuesday 23rd May
Shipping forecast 0600hrs SE F4-5 Fair.
Sunshine at last, this was why we came to Scotland, from our tent we now
look down past Kerrera was that Colonsay and Jura in the distance? It looked
so enticing. But we were on holiday and not in a rush, there was still a strong
breeze and later on it should ease. We packed our things, dried the tent and
drove down to Puffin Dive Centre. Although really geared up to service the
diving fanatics they were happy to have us park for the fortnight and use the
slip. They told us that another Wayfarer had launched here at the start of the
weekend, we realised that this must be Ken Cairney who we thought should
have been back by now. This is really a perfect Wayfarer slip, you can load
up the boat next to the car at the top of the slip, and the slip has just enough
slope to let the boat float (without water coming over the top of your wellies)
but is not so steep that the boat runs away from you. Well at 1230 we were
off, it was bright and sunny, jib and 1 reef set as we headed for Oban harbour
on a close reach.
We had not appreciated how strong the gusts were coming of the hills behind
us, we took a couple of them having to let the main right out and then quickly
pulled in our second reef. We scooted North across Oban harbour and
started to catch up a cruiser in front which we were also pleased to see was
well reefed. On the VHF I logged our passage with the coastguard as we left
Oban behind and headed into the wider waters of The Firth of Lorne and
westwards towards the Sound of Mull.
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The wind was steady now and we shook out one reef and overhauled the
cruiser - a nice tan sailed cutter perhaps about 30' - they were heading for
Tobermory that night, we fancied a gentle sail only as far as Loch Aline. The
chart shows overfalls off the tip of Lismore between Mull, I guess it was about
slack water as we went through, anyway the sea was dead flat, we had a bit
of confusion about which lighthouse to head for and for a while made for the
one on Lismore itself confusing it with Lady's Rock just as well it was good
visibility and we altered course long before we sailed onto the rocks!.
Across the Lynn of Morvern, we could see it all - on the Isle of Mull; Duart
Castle and the mountains behind it, on the mainland side the huge mountains
of Morvern dropping straight down to the sea. We were slipping along nicely
broad reaching with a fresh breeze behind picking up the buoys and light
houses into the Sound of Mull, Loch Aline opened up to starboard and we
hardened up to beat in through the narrow entrance. We anchored on the
East side close in shore nicely sheltered. A little further off some cruisers
swung to the breeze, we watched a Westerly Oceanlord doing man
overboard drill, and a Moody 40 came in and played at anchoring for a while
until they seemed happy with their spot. A little later we dried out on a sandy
patch.
The 1800 shipping forecast was good; S/SE F4.
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DAY 3 Wednesday 24th May

High water was 1542 with the tide flooding NW through the sound of Mull
there was no point in making an early start. Generally the tides are weak
around the islands, but a few places they run more than a knot when it pays
to work them to your advantage, the Sound of Mull is such a place. We are
not good early risers so a leisurely start at 1030 suited us nicely. Our usual
technique for leaving an anchorage is to shorten up on the anchor line, hoist
the main but leave the foresail rolled to keep the deck clear, then pull up the
chain and anchor. The helm concentrates on sailing the boat while the crew
washes down the anchor and stows it. This was okay this morning until Clare
tacked over across the narrow entrance to Loch Aline and met the flood tide
coming in, the wind was light and fickle behind the trees and hills on the
windward bank. Eventually I got the anchor stowed, shook out yesterdays
reef, changed the jib for genoa and we started to make some headway, the
clear water meant we could tack close inshore without hitting the rocky
bottom, a few strokes of the paddle and we were round the point and into the
wide Sound of Mull. The wind was from the SE we had a broad reach and a
then a run down to Tobermory. The conditions seemed settled and ideal for
a passage across the open sea to Coil so l called up the Coastguard and
logged our passage.
After a while a small sail appeared in the distance heading towards us
tacking across the Sound, getting close it started to look a bit like a
Wayfarer, we altered course to close them, and indeed it was a Wayfarer
W2626 - who we later found out was Ken Cairney on his last leg around Mull
- having a hard sail against wind and tide Gust as well we gave them a
friendly wave as we passed).
Visibility was not so good today, it was overcast but dry, we must be getting
close to Tobermory by now - that must be Calve Island ahead guarding the
harbour - and as we drew closer we started to make out the detail of the
pretty coloured houses across the harbour frontage. Well what about going
through Calve Sound we asked ourselves ? it's still a few hours off high water
but according to the pilot there should be enough water - it is a pretty narrow
passage and the bottom came quite close but that is the advantage of a
Wayfarer - going where keel boats can not.
Returning to Tobermory in our own boat has for many years been a dream of
mine, as a young teenager I had stayed there with my family and sailed and
rowed a small dinghy around the harbour, from the hills on the Isle we had
looked down on the deep blue waters around and I longed to come back and
sail those waters properly. Well now I had returned.
It was lunchtime as we anchored off in the corner of the harbour a couple of
yards from the shore and waded onto the beach - taking a line from the boat
with us. We spent an hour wandering along the front, bought a few things
from the shops and filled up with water from the quay. But the passage to
Coil awaited us, we got back orl board, hoisted sail, up anchor and tacked
across the harbour.
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DAY 4 Thursday 25th May

It had been blustery and raining all night, unfortunately our lightweight tent
was also very noisy, the steep sloping roof meant the water had no chance to
get in but none the less in those conditions our old heavy canvas mark 3 tent
would have been much superior. Being high and dry above the high water
mark we did not have to put up with the boat swinging around or worry about
the anchor dragging, and the sand dunes behind us afforded a lot of shelter.
By the time we awoke it was bright and sunny, visibility was superb, we could
see Eigg, Muck, Rum and the Cuillins on Skye beyond and in the distance
Barra. The sea was a beautiful blue green washing up onto our pale white
sandy beach. The breeze was very fresh, we planned a day ashore and had
not bothered to listen to the shipping forecast but the weather was definitely
against further progress in our boat anyway.
We made our way over the sand dunes and fields to the road and walked
into Arinogour - the main village on Coll - about 4 miles away on the other
side of the island. There were plenty of highland cattle about grazing the
boulder ridden rough grassy terrain. In Arinogour we were hoping to find a
B&B offering showers - and success - lots of lovely hot water. We bought
post cards and wrote them while we had coffee in the small hotel, outside
heavy rain came down. Out in the bay which was very exposed to the SE
wind a large sailing cruiser on a mooring bounced around on the big swell
rolling in. We strolled back to "our" beach, lots of interesting small birds
around - Stonechats, Wheatears, Whinchats I think.

DAY 5 Friday 26th May

We had listened to the shipping forecast, it gave SE F5/6 F7 in the NW
showers for the Hebrides, in fact there were strong winds all round the British
Isle which made us feel a bit better about being stuck here another day. A
more testing walk was planned and set off to climb Ben Hogh the highest
peak on Coil at 340' . From the top there was a grand view - but it was windy
and we did not stop fgr long.

DAY 6 Saturday 27th May

I woke early to hear the 0600 forecast, but still SE F5-7. We had no chance
to go on to Tiree which would have been a dead beat, I wondered about
heading off to Barra which would be a run, the water off the beach was flat
and the sailing looked easy but of course further offshore there would be a
good sea running and I think it would have been a difficult sail.
We walked into Arinogour and on this side of the island the sea was streaked
with white water. Our second hot shower what a treat, also "fresh" frozen
bread and some vegetables from the shop, drinks and coffee in the hotel,
more reading matter from the book shop. This time everyone seemed to know
where we were from and that our boat was on the beach at Gallanach, a
fisherman even asked us about our rollers because he fancied some for his
boat.
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.DAY 7 Sunday 28th May

Now we were getting restless, it was a lovely beach, we had been able to get

water from the farm just nearby, the sanderlings feeding at the waves edge

and the cattle occasionally walking by as they moved to another bit of

grazing all added to the interest, but we wanted to move on. Surely we could

get a break in the weather? Well the forecast still gave SE F5-6 but this time

F4 later, and there was a suggestion of the wind going West after that which

would put us on a lee shore and make getting off much more difficult. So we

decided to go for it the next moming. The tides dictated an early start around

0530hrs - quite a challenge for us -. We rolled the boat down the beach in

the evening as the tide receded and made our preparations for the morning.

DAY 8 Monday 29th May

0430hrs, it was light and the tide was just starting to cover our anchor out on

the end of its warp. It was cold and grey but not raining, perhaps the wind

was less strong. Just time for tea and coffee to be drunk, then off with the

tent and prepare for sea.
Although the breeze was offshore there was just enough swell for the

occasional breaker to come rolling in, my plan was once we floated to pull us

in on the anchor warp through any line of breakers. We eventually floated at

0600, with small jib and main ready to hoist with 1 reef, I hauled in the anchor

warp but now we were right on the line of breakers and the wind was holding

us broadside on - what a cock up - I needed the anchor at least another 30 m

out. Anyway I got it up as best I could though a couple of waves came in over

the side - we would have been better without an anctior set at all and just

sailed straight off the beach.
As we cleared the rocks sheltering our beach it was obvious there was plenty

of wind still. We took the second reef in straight away, what happened to the

F4 that was forecast ? Hard on the wind down the NW side of Coll to Gunna

sound staying close to the shore, wind seemed like F5 most of the time

gusting F6. Across Gunna Sound to the Tiree shore - saw our first Puffins a

pair in the water that flew off as we approached them. We tacked through the

Sound - the tide helping quite a lot - leaving the Sound heading SW. The

pilot warns of overfalls at the end of the sound but there is nothing to worry

about. With the tide we are making good progress beating into the wind, as

we leave Coll and the Sound behind us we are starting to make into a big

swell running from the SE (wind against tide), the other side of Tiree is really

opening up now, but it's all pretty grey. These seas are getting steeper, -

crash - bang - Whimbrel is starting to fall off the crests really badly, we

wallow in the troughs and then as we rise to the next crest the bow slices

through the top and it pours into the boat - crash - bang - . We take a few

more of those. We press on hoping to find some smooth water further

offshore, but there is no improvement and soon every wave is like that,

conditions are becoming very difficult now, water is coming in much quicker

than I can bail - it is sloshing around above the floorboards - and we keep

getting those squalls. These are biggest seas we've ever seen.
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DAY 9 Tuesday 30th MAY

At the top of Scaranish harbour resting on the clean white sand we had had a
peaceful night well sheltered by the low hill behind us. We had just floated at
the top of the tide in the moming but we were in no hurry to get off. The wind
was firmly in the West now aAd we had done well to leave our beach on Coll
yesterday, the breeze was still fresh and a fishing boat chugged out of the
harbour and was soon rolling in the swell a few hundred yards offshore, a few
minutes later it was back - that seemed like a short trip. Chatting to the
fisherman later we found out that a water cooling hose had split on his
engine just outside the harbour. Yesterday he had seen us battling our way
along the coast and he remarked that we must have "very brave hearts" to
have made the trip.
After breakfast we hung out our wet gear to dry and strolled into the village,
first stop was the bank to get some cash and then the Co-op which had a
quite amazing choice of fresh fruit & veg and groceries (and wine) - it was
clean and brightly lit rather putting our local Co-op in Shropshire to shame -. I
phoned the coastguard again we had a pleasant chat he gave us a good
forecast for the afternoon wind NWIW F4 decreasing to F3 and we logged
our passage to Gometra on the Isle of Mull about 17 miles away.
Lunch on board and then we set about rolling the boat down to the waters
edge, even unloaded there was a tremendous suction from the wet sand
holding the boat down, our friendly fisherman gave us a hand to get the boat
onto the rollers, and down to the water. At 1600 with jib and one reef we left
Tiree and Scaranish harbour behind us. The wind was no more than F3 and
soon the reef was out and the genoa set, it was cold and grey but we settled
down to an easy sail on a very broad reach. The Treshnish Isles started to
take shape first the Dutchmans Cap and then Lunga, we saw a few Puffins,
one Dolphin and lots of Guillemots. The wind was falling light, and it was
nearly seven o'clock as we left Lunga behind us but the evenings are long
and you can comfortably sail as late as 11 pm in the light which is a
tremendous advantage in these waters.
After some discussion we identified Gometra ahead of us - everything is so
close together after the wide expanse of the sea around Coil & Tiree, we
closed on Gometra, the light wind holding nicely and daylight slowly fading,
behind the rocky shoreline we start to see telegraph poles appearing and
suddenly Gometra Sound opens up and we are amazed to see several
yachts (masts not telegraph poles) anchored peacefully. We sail past them
all big sailing cruisers, one old pilot cutter but at the end of the line a smaller
boat - yes a Wayfarer with a tent, surely that 's Sea Thrift (its distinctive mast
head buoyancy is a giveaway) Jerry & Sam Eardley on board - they had
sailed from Tobermory.
Although a popular anchorage for yachts, and on a still night also good for a
Wayfarer, the water was deep and I had no idea what sort of bottom, if the
wind had got up we would probably have dragged onto the rocky cliffs
behind, there were not any obvious corners for a Wayfarer to tuck in. The
Sound itself is well sheltered from the sea and I doubt any swell could come
in.
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DAY 10 Wednesday 31st MAY

A grey moming with light drizzle, Jerry & Sam row over in their small rubber
dinghy, they are heading our way and we arrange for a photo call at Staffa
before going onto lona (where we could play at being proper tourists) and
then Erraid on the SW corner of Mull for the night
The wind is F3 NW, the drizzle eases as we leave Gometra. Staffa is about
5 miles off we are really settling into this off wind sailing - nice broad reach -
and the crew can stretch out and doze on the centre thwart, occasionally I
get disturbed by Clare at the helm wanting a sandwich or a drink, but I get my
own back when I declare it is time for a brew up and demand to get to the
rear tank for the stove and tea bags. Clare has never been very happy about
me putting the stove on when under way, but in settled conditions it is quite
safe, and she always gratefully accepts a cup of coffee from me. On a cold
day a hot drink while your under way goes down a treat.
We sail around Staffa, sadly no sunshine, but the rock formations are quite
something, so are the Puffins - just everwhere, and tripper boats are out in
force, a real contrast from the last week, it is almost like the Solent ! Jerry &
Sam appear and we take a few shots with Fingals Cave in the background
(too bad it is not sunny with a good breeze for some really dramatic photos).
We leave Sea Thrift to attempt a landing on Staffa and we go on to lona. A
nice reach into the Sound, it is brightening up quite a bit now, past the
Cathedral and we pull up onto a beach just by the ferry slipway.
The tide was flooding, so we left the boat afloat and waded ashore with a line
and hoped we would be able t6 pull the boat in to get back on board. The
Cathedral at lona is well worth a visit, it has a most fantastic history, the shop
had loads of nice things to buy and we carried back a parcel of presents to
take home. Back to the beach and the tide has come in rather more than
expected, we can still reach our line but there is no way the anchor will drag
to allow the boat to be pulled ashore, well there is nothing for it but to wade
out - does n't look too deep maybe up to the waist and it is nice clean sand
and water, so in I go and as I reach the boat the water is up to my neck !
Anyway the sun is shining now and I have still got plenty of clean clothes to
change into.
Away again, broad reach down the Sound with sunshine. Erraid is a small
squarish island on the SW comer of the Ross of Mull, on the West side is
Tinkers Hole (reputedly the most popular anchorage in the Western Isles) to
get into it you have to weave through a maze of rocky passages and the pilot
has detail instructions, but we had picked out a nice sandy inlet on the South
side, we turned in to find a delightfully sheltered channel and a choice of
sheltered corners to stop. At high tide it looked like you could just navigate a
Wayfarer around the island and back into lona Sound. We dry out on some
nice soft sand tucked in behind a rocky grass covered hillock. Jerry and Sam
appear but they prefer to anchor off in some deep water in the main channel
and to stay afloat. Later we walk around to their boat planning to share a
bottle of wine - but they have already left Sea Thrift on their own exploration
ashore trying to find Tinkers Hole. But no matter we manage to drink the
bottle on our own.
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DAY 11 Thursday 1st June

Today is our 1 0th anniversary from when we first went out together, I guess
we never imagined 10 years ago that we would have our own boat and that it
would allow us to do so much together - it has taken us all around the
Thames estuary where I learnt to sail as a teenager, around the lOW where
Clare spent many summer holidays sailing with her family, to places we
dreamt of sailing like Cardigan Bay off the Welsh coast, and our longest trip
across the North Sea. We are lucky to be able to share our sailing and I hope
we will continue to do so for many more years.
We are awoken by a Cuckoo, it is dry but overcast. By 0900 we have stowed
our sleeping gear and we are rowing over to where Jerry & Sam are
anchored, there are some seals playing in the little bay. Jerry heard the
inshore forecast which was NW F3 but it seems to have picked up to more
like F4. I ask Jerry about Cuan Sound, the pilot suggests it is a tricky
passage but Jerry says it should be okay for us. It is 20 miles to the
Garvellachs and then 5 miles to Cuan Sound, but the tides need to be
worked carefully through Cuan so rather than have a late evening passage
we opt for an overnight stop at Easdale which is an old slate mining island
only a couple of miles from Cuan and has a sheltered anchorage.
We hoist sail and leave Sea Thrift at anchor, under full sail and a broad
reach we follow the coast of Ross of Mull, we are making 6 knots according
to the GPS, maybe in the distance behind there's a sail - is it Sea Thrift?.
Along this stretch Mull is very dramatic and desolate there are no roads at all
marked on the OS map just huge mountains, occasionally there is a nice
looking sandy beach, we imagine the McRobbies with their Wayfarer
anchored and them camped 1000 feet above on the Mull mountains dropping
straight down into the sea. At loch Buie we leave Mull and head for the
Garvellachs (giving Corryvreckan a very wide berth), and then onward to
Easdale in some afternoon sun.
We often find ourselves taking Whimbrel into unfamiliar harbours, you can
read up the pilot, check charts and maps but when you actually get there you
rely upon your own seamanship and the boat to cope with the unexpected. Of
course some places are easy - a big wide bay you can see where you are
going all the time, often as not the pilot is not much help as they are written
for yachts and we are trying to get in somewhere yachts just do not go.
Easdale island is separated from Seil by channel a couple of hundred yards
wide - on both sides the remants of slate mining - slate, slate and more slate
- we approach from the SoUth and beat up the channel, there are some
yachts anchored over on the Seil side, somewhere should be an opening to
the tiny harbour on Easdale and we hope in our Wayfarer we can sneek in,
there it is, I tack over and we nudge into the narrowest of entrance channels.
It is close to low water and there is little space to manouver, we have to
dodge the ferry launch which is just leaving, but with some help from the
paddle we tie up at the quay. The tiny harbour is more like a large hole dug
into the slate, it is just the sort of place to bring a Wayfarer which lets you get
to places bigger boats cannot.
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Ashore there is a super little museum which gives the history of slate mining
on the island, a pleasant cafe "Puffin Galley" where we stop for coffee. We
then take the launch over to Seil to search out for the hotel in the hope of
getting a shower. We find the hotel but it is a rather posh affair and they did
not welcome us - rather in contrast to everyone else we encountered. We
walked along the shore towards the entrance to Cuan Sound we could see
some breaking water but otherwise no problems. Back on Easdale the
ferryman points out a buoy in the middle of the harbour we can tie up to
where we will stay afloat for the night.

DAY 12 Friday 2nd June

Warm sunshine wakes us, there is hardly a breath of wind and suddenly
Cuan and Clachan Sounds do not look so good. It always to pays to be
positive sailing as you only need the lightest breeze to make 1-2 knots and
with a bit of tide you can make your passage. We sailed out of the narrow
entrance by which time a light westerly had filled in. The pilot talks of 8 knot
tides and vicious swirling eddies taking you sideways through Cuan sound.
We found flat water and were pleased to see some other boats going through
with us which suggested that we had calculated our tides right with the flood
just starting, then into a few swirling eddies but very quickly it was over and
we were through and turning North into Seil Sound and heading towards
Clachan Sound. I guess in a breeze it is altogether more lively.
Now Clachan Sound is narrow (very narrow) at low tide only a trickle of water
runs through, at the North end it is dry until about half tide, and quite the
opposite to Cuan, there is also a low bridge - a beautiful stone bridge with a
wonderful arch - and on the other side according to the pilot a telephone
cable. The tide was taking us swiftly up the channel as we approached the
narrow section we dropped the main and ran with just genoa, without a fair
wind the trip is impossible unless you have an outboard, we could see the
bottom and lovely brightly coloured rocks with great long stranded weed. It
soon become too shallow and we pulled over to the bank and walked down
the road to the pub for a drink and to check out the water on the other side of
the bridge. A little later we are back on board, genoa hoisted and ready to
lower the mast on the halyard. The telephone cable had gone and the mast
probably would have cleared the bridge, but we lowered it a bit to certain. We
had to stop twice more and wait for more water, about 2 hours before HW we
crept through the last section and emerged into the wide Firth of Lorne. This
had been a real day of contrast from the wide open sea of Coll & Tiree.
Just a few miles away lay Kerrera and Oban, on our right Loch Feochan was
tempting us to explore it, but the lure of a hot shower was stronger. Into
Kerrera Sound, it was early evening and we passed several Yachts from
Oban motoring the other way into the wind anxious to get away for the
weekend. As we approached Puffin Dive Centre I called up the coastguard
and logged the end of our cruise and thanked them for listening out for us,
they wished us well and hoped we would return another time.
And so with sadness in our hearts at the end of our holiday but satisfaction
that we had achieved what we set out upon and more besides our cruise
came to an end.
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APPENDIX

FOOD
There are good supermarkets at Oban, and we stocked up there with fresh

foods. But we had taken with us an assortment of dried and long life foods -
lentils(we are vegetarians), rice, smash, cous cous, noodles, pitta bread,
peas, sprouted wheat bread, vegetarian pate, tomatoe paste and a few tins,

and some pasta. This gave us a good selection of carbohydrate/nosh without

taking up much space in the aft (kitchen) locker. Of course we had the

normal things like margarine, jam, marmite, tea & coffee, some fresh
vegetables onions, carrots which would keep. We took some squash to make
up into drinks for during the day. We also had a water purifier since we

reckoned that a lot of the time we would be taking water from streams, well
this may have made the water safe to drink but it also made it horrible to
taste so we drank tea or coffee when we were uncertain of the water!

COOKING
Two weeks cruising also meant carrying fuel for two weeks, our normal
Epigas butane/propane stove was great for a long weekend but for two
weeks would have meant carrying loads of spare gas cannisters. So we
compromised by also taking our MSR multifuel stove and two bottles of

petrol, this also burns parrafin and I was sure we would be able to buy that
somewhere if we ran out of petrol. This gave us the convenience of gas for a

quick brew up and the economy of the petrol for long cooking sessions and
water heating in the evenings.

STOWAGE
Our Mark 1 A boat has the standard stem locker which takes 3 large plastic
crate type boxes across the width of the boat which wedge themselves quite
securely. These take stoves, fuel, most of the food and any bottles, radio,
books, charts & maps. For this trip we packed dried foods in plastic sandwich

boxes and wedged these back in the corners. Finally the tent get packed on
top.
Forward two large locker hatches give access to above and below the
horizontal shelf. Our bottom `locker" is occupied mainly by a big triangular
buoyancy bag which just leaves space for two waterproof clothes bags. The
top locker takes self inflating mattresses and sleeping bags. On the floor
outside the lockers sits the anchor/chain/warp and two water containers.
Above hanging from the underside of the foredeck 2 "hammocks" for
sandwiches & drinks hats & gloves. Once underway it is difficult to get things
in and out of the forward lockers so we try to get everything out we might
need during the day so we keep a dri bag in the boat with spare clothes.
Spare sails, rollers, and oars lash under the side benches.
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CHARTS & PILOTS & NAVIGATION
We read up as much as we could before we left Shropshire, we had logs out
of the Wayfarer log library, read the pilot several times and poured over
charts and OS maps. The more familiar we got with the area before we went
the easier the navigation would be, and we would be less likely to miss out
on anything.
Imray Laurie NorieN& Wilson - The Yachtsman's Pilot To the West Coast of
Scotland - Crinnan to Canna by Martin Lawrence covered our cruise. This is
great reading on its own, superb photographs and really added to our
enjoyment.
lmray C65 West coast of Scotland, this is about the best chart for the area.
These are now printed on waterproof material and for Wayfarer cruising are
the chart of first choice.
Ordnance Survey landranger series 1:50000 No.s 46, 47, 48, 49 covered our
cruise.
As soon as you get anywhere near the coast the OS map is the one to use,
they also show where the nice sandy beaches are for pulling the boat onto.
We used 2 ortlieb map cases so we always had both the OS map and chart
folded to the appropriate bit, though small they are much more durable than
conventional yacht chart covers. I use a Portland plotter for chart work. Most
of the time we had easy land marks to aim for, for the sea passages we had
our handheld GPS, this takes all the hard work out of navigation in a small
open boat, our main steering compass is fixed just behind the centreboard
and has a rotating grid which allows to set the boats course and then you can
line up on this from any angle.

PLANNING
Only have a rough idea of where you want to go and take advantage of
whatever the weather brings each day. There are plenty of sheltered lochs
on the mainland ideal for exploration in a Wayfarer if there are strong winds,
but once you head for the islands you are committed to the open sea. Avoid
any long thrashes to windward unless you really have to. 30 miles in a day is
a good sail in an open boat and can be quite tiring in unfamiliar waters when
it is not so easy to relax. 20 miles a day gives time for lunch stops and
exploring ashore. The weather changes quickly so be flexible for when you
sail, several days we enjoyed sailing into the long evenings after a late start
waiting for less breezy conditions.

COASTGUARD
It is good practice when going to sea to inform the coastguard, we sent our
details to Oban coastguard and generally kept in touch throughout the
fortnight. It is not necessary to log the start and finish of every day, make it
clear that you will contact the CG every few days, it helps the CG to know
you are sailing in the area.
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BOAT & EQUIPMENT
Whimbrel 9001 is 5 years old mklA GRP Porters
We do a lot of miles trailing (we are on our second trailer) and generally
weekend coastal sailing.
Sails; main with 2 deep slab reefing points & sail head buoyancy, genoa, jib,
storm jib.
1 plough 1 Olb anchor with 2m chain & 30m anchorplait
1 grapnel 1 01b with 2m chain
Flares; 2 parachute distress, 2 white handheld
Lightweight mki tent
2 long fenders for boat rollers
Oars and paddle
1st aid box
Head torches & 1 maglite torch
Bag of assorted rope !
Waterproof handheld VHF radio & spare battery
Radio (for shipping forecast)
Ortlieb waterproof bags for clothing and sleeping bags

CLOTHES
Clare had Buffalo/Trax I had Musto pile long Johns, we both had North Cape
thermals plus assorted polartecs and woolly jumpers and polartec hats. Over
that lot we wore Musto oilskins. We kept plenty warm enough and generally
temperatures were cool rather than cold. On the open sea we wore
harnesses and clipped on. We both had wellingtons and thick woollen socks.
The only thing we would add for next time is walking Cagoules - yottie jackets
are too heavy.

Robert Hartand
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